
A demonic invasion has darkened 

the sun and is wiping out every 

light and life on earth. 

The End Times have come. 

You flee to a sacred place with your 

friends, people you can trust, to 

prepare a great Ritual to banish the 

Demons back to Hell.

However, a horrific truth 

soon becomes clear…

a demon is already among you. 

TILL THE
LIGHTS
GO OUT 

D
E

M
O

N

Possess over half 

of all Players, by 

performing a ritual 

alone with them

As a ghost, you can 

still talk and act as 

normal, but lose all 

memory of your last life

You can kill anyone 

anytime by yourself. 

Find and kill the 

Demon three times.

P
R
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S

T

Exorcise at least 

five Possessed

people with a 

ritual
C

O
R

R
U

P
T Make five deals with 

the Demon, to 

avoid being 

Possessed yourself

A
R

C
H

O
N Relight candles to bring 

five dead players 

back to life, with no 

memory of their last life

P
A

R
TN

E
R When with the other 

partner, you count 

as three people in 

violent contests
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If in arm’s length 

of the demon, you 

can make it Jump 

to you instantly

C
U

LT
IS

T You love the Demon 

and will do anything 

they ask, in exchange 

for eternal life

You can talk to any 

ghost in whispers. 

Help three ghosts 

come back to life.

You cannot be 

Possessed. 

Help five people 

escape Possession.
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P
A

R
TN

E
R When with the other 

partner, you count 

as three people in 

violent contests

LA
Z

A
R

U
S As a ghost, you can 

relight your candle 

at any time to 

resurrect with amnesia

REQUIREMENTS

Cut out and shuffle the cards on the right side of this 

page. Make sure every player has a tea candle, in a 

mug or bowl. Carry yours around. It is your life. 

Begin a timer for how much time you want to play. 40 

minutes is good, until “midnight” (game end).

DRAW YOUR FATE

Draw a random card from the range of Survivor cards. 

At least one player must be the Demon.

LIGHT YOUR CANDLES. TURN OFF THE LIGHTS

Your only lights are the ones you each carry. 

Turn off the lights in every room.  

Be careful. Don’t run while playing. 

HOW TO WIN: THE END GAME RITUAL

The game always ends with The Ritual: a ceremony to 

sanctify the house and cast aside the Demon. 

However, it only works if the majority of people alive at 

the end are on the side of good. 

At the final ring of the timer, assemble all players in a 

circle and prepare to cast the Ritual. 

On the count of three, all non-possessed players make 

the sign of the cross in the air. 

All Possessed players make devil-horns with one hand. 

Ghosts or the Demon cannot do either.

Whichever side has the majority has won! 

STAY ALIVE

If your candle goes out, you die. 

Few characters can kill another player one-on-one, 

except the Demon. Two or more players, however, can 

group against another player to blow out their candle. 

Groups can face off against groups in this way. 

The group with the largest number 

of players in that contest wins. 

IF YOU DIE, PICK SOMEONE TO HAUNT

After you die, keep your unlit candle and role. Pick 

someone alive to Haunt: this means you follow them 

and can whisper back and forth with them. 

You cannot talk to anyone else, however, but you can 

slightly move things or tap stuff to make noise. You 

can do other spooky stuff too, if you wish, like write in 

mist, make weird music, rustle curtains, or pick a 

single word which is all they can whisper to others.

Your goal is now to somehow come back to life.

When you come back to life, you have no memory of 

how you died, and you keep playing your prior role.

BECOMING POSSESSED 

If the Demon casts a Ritual on you, you’ll need to 

pretend you’re still free and acting with free will.

If the Demon tells you to act, you must do exactly what 

they say (unless its weird and outside the scope of the 

game). You are now on their team.

The Demon can’t win if over half the players are 

dead, because you can’t be Possessed after death. 

RITUALS

To perform a Ritual, roleplay casting one for 10 

seconds. Quoting bible passages halves this time.

IF FOUND OR KILLED, THE DEMON JUMPS

If the Demon feels at any time that they’ve been found 

out, they must yell FREEZE! to “Jump” and possess 

someone else. 

Everyone should close their eyes and stand still. 

The Demon then walks through the party and secretly 

passes the card to someone. 

This new player is now the Demon and carries on the 

mission to Possess at least half the other players. 

The former Demon is Possessed, but with amnesia.

EXORCISM

The Priest can cast a ritual on a player to

Release them from Posession. However, the Exorcised 

player can never say the name of - or 

talk about - the Demon, as they just start retching.

DEALS WITH THE DEMON

Players can demand a Deal with the Demon to perform 

a task in exchange for some favour or benefit. The 

Demon is bound by these contracts, until they Jump.

DEMON SLAYING

If the Demon dies, it will Jump to a new player, as 

detailed above. Yell FREEZE!, everyone closes their 

eyes, and the Demon card is given secretly to someone 

else. The former Demon is now possessed, with 

amnesia and no idea who the new Demon is.




